past lectures

DEANNE HICKY
Taipei, Beijing and the Path to Peace Across the Taiwan Strait

JANA S. ROSKER
Mou Zongsan und die moderne konfuzianische Bewegung in Taiwan

SIGRID WINKLER
Taiwan in internationalen Organisationen: Zukunftsweg oder Sackgasse?

CAROL YEH-YUN LIN
National Intellectual Capital of Austria and Its Relationship with the Greater China Economies

JENS DAMM
- The Multiculturalization of Taiwan: The construction of the “Four Main Ethnic Groups”
- Taiwan’s Ethnicities: the Perspective from Mainland China

ASTRID LIPINSKY
30 years of free organizing with state support:
Taiwan’s women’s movement

ANN HEYLEN
Imagery of 17th Century Formosa in Present Day Taiwan

MICHAEL RUDOLPH
Ethical growth and ethnic re-classification: The case of the Sakizaya in Taiwan

LIANG-KUNG YEN
The Evolution of High-tech Industrial Park in Taiwan

SANG-YEON SONG
Taiwan: Center of East Asian Pop Circle

HELMUT OPLETAL
Taiwan’s political developments and the status of its indigenous people

AGNES SCHICK-CHEN
Politics of memory and the question of ethnicity in Taiwan

CHRISTIAN GOBEL
Local factions, corruption and anti-corruption in Taiwan

Summer Term 2014
Transforming Taiwan:
The Impact of Migration and Globalization

ISABELLE CHENG
Female marriage migration to Taiwan
26th March 2014

ASTRID LIPINSKY
“Saigon Kid” Youth books by Taiwanese authors about the New Taiwanese children
9th April 2014

MARIE SEONG-HAK KIM
Confucianism that confounds: Constitutional jurisprudence on filial piety in Korea
7th May 2014

LARA MOMESSO
A lesson from Taiwan: revisiting migration for marriage by looking at the lived experiences of cross-strait marriage migrants
21st May 2014

JENS DAMM
Cross-Strait Social Movements: Impacts and Challenges for Both Sides
18th June 2014

all lectures will be held at 18:15 in SIN1
Department of East Asian Studies/Sinology

ORIGIN
In November 2012, the Center established the VIENNA TAIWAN LECTURE SERIES with the support of a small grant from the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Vienna and substantial voluntary contributions from teachers, staff and students of Sinology in the Department of East Asian Studies, University of Vienna.

DEVELOPMENT
As a further evolutionary step, from March 2013 the Vienna Taiwan Lectures were integrated into a cross-continental Master-level teaching cooperation (in the English language) with Chang Jung Christian University, Tainan, Taiwan. The course themes are as follows:

Summer term 2013:
Transforming Taiwan:
Social, political and cultural aspects

Winter term 2013/2014:
Teaching Taiwan:
Gender and Ethnicity

Winter term 2014/15 and
Summer term 2015:
Taiwan’s Civil Movement(s):
History, Culture and Legacy
Taiwan Film Weekend 28th-29th November 2014

Rethinking the production and challenges of international science documentary
Dr Ming-Yeh T. Rawnsley (蔡明燦)
China Media Centre, University of Westminster, UK
Secretary-General of the European Association of Taiwan Studies EATS

Friday 28th November 2014
18.00 - Sin1
Beyond Beauty
Taiwan from above 《看見台灣》
Director: Chi Bo-Lin

Saturday 29th November 2014
Seminar: 10.00 – 18.00 (Sin1)
Film Screenings

Bird without Borders 《返家八千里》
Director: Dean Johnson

Tomb Raptor 《灰面鷹傳奇》
Director: Hsu Hon-Long

Registration: astrid.lipinsky@univie.ac.at

Founding:
The Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies was formally established in the Department of East Asian Studies/Sinology at the University of Vienna in December 2009.

Partners:
The Taiwan Studies Center at National Chengchi University has been the University of Vienna’s Taiwan Studies partner since 2008, when a formal partnership agreement was signed.

Activities:
The Vienna Center has since run several bilateral Austrian-Taiwanese conferences. The Center regularly hosts guest researchers from Taiwan and stages Taiwan film presentations.

Contact:
Vienna Center for Taiwan Studies
Dr. Astrid Linsky
Department of East Asian Studies/Sinology
Spitalgasse 2, Court 2, Entrance 2.3
1090 Vienna, Austria
tel +43 (0)1 4277 43844
http://tsc.univie.ac.at
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